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Abstract
Štern P., pokorný J., Šedivá A., Panovská Z. (2008): Rheological and sensory characteristics of yoghurt-modified mayonnaise. Czech J. Food Sci., 26: 190–198.
Rheological and textural characteristics were studied in a set of 11 samples of yoghurt-modified mayonnaise at 15, 20,
and 25°C. The rheometer Rheostress 300 was used to determine the static yield value, apparent viscosity, thixotropy,
and elasticity. The sensory texture and flavour profiles were developed and determined in agreement with the respective international standards, using a group of selected and trained assessors. The yield value and apparent viscosity
substantially decreased with increasing temperature, but thixotropy and sensory characteristics were not significantly
affected by temperature. Linear and semilogarithmic relations were observed between the analytical parameters, but
more complex relations, showing a maximum or a minimum, were found in some cases. Thixotropy was related to
most of the sensory parameters, viscosity was related to spreadability, and significant relationships existed between the
texture acceptability and the flavour acceptability. Rheological measurements were thus useful for a rapid prediction
of the sensory properties of yoghurt-modified mayonnaises, but could not be used to replace any textural analysis.
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Mayonnaise belongs to the food products widely
consumed in Europe. It is an emulsion of vegetable
oil and water, where egg yolk acts as an emulsifier
(Yang & Lai 2003), and salt, vinegar, sugar, and
other substances act as flavourings. The composition of mayonnaises is very close to that of
various dressings (Friberg et al. 2003; Ford et
al. 2004). Mayonnaise has a semisolid structure
with pronounced viscoelastic properties, growing
liquid at moderate shear (García et al. 1988). The
elastic character prevails over the viscous character at the same frequency (Berjano et al. 1990).
The complex viscosity decreases with increasing
frequency. A sample of light mayonnaise was less

destroyed by shear than a sample of full-fat mayonnaise (Muñtoz & Sherman 1990).
Traditional mayonnaise should contain about
80% oil, according to the legislation, and its rheological properties depend on the oil content (Štern
et al. 2001, 2007). The oil content is substantially
lower in low-energy light mayonnaises, where the
traditional viscosity is simulated by the addition
of modified starch, xanthan (Lee 2001), β-glucan
(Vaikousi & Biliaderis 2005) or other thickening
agents. Thickeners and emulsifiers increase the
textural thickness, and rheological data correlate
with the sensory thickness (Wendin 2001). A
similar effect was observed in the case of tartar
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MATERIAL AND METHODS
Material. Mayonnaise consisted of 30% water, 25% refined rapeseed oil, 15% white yoghurt,
10% corn syrup and 6% icing sugar. It contained
the following additional ingredients: instant starch,
vinegar, salted egg yolk, salt, mustard, tartaric acid,
xanthan, potassium sorbate, and EDTA. The final
product contained 1310 kJ, 0.4 g protein, 18.7 g
carbohydrates and sugars, and 26.1 g fat per 100 g.
Commercial products were spiked with xanthan
in the producer’s pilot plant.
Rheological analysis. Rheological parameters
(yield value τ0) and viscoelasticity moduli (storage
modulus G' – elastic components, loss modulus
G'' – viscous component, G* – complex modulus)
were determined using the Rheostress 300 (ThermoHaake, Karlsruhe, Germany) in the CR mode.
Flow curves, apparent viscosity η A , and viscoelastic parameters were determined using coaxial
cylinders (Z 38, R a = 21.7 mm; R i = 19.01 mm;
R a/R i = 2.69), ribbed to prevent slipping. A vane
rotor FL 20 (D = 21 mm, 4-wing) was used for
measuring the yield value τ0. The yield value τ0 was
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sauce (Štern et al. 2007), which is a special flavoured mayonnaise.
A disadvantage of traditional mayonnaise is the
high cholesterol content. Cholesterol-free mayonnaise may be prepared by replacing egg yolk with
vegetable proteins, such as soy milk (García et
al. 2002), fermented peas (Siebenhandl et al.
2002), peanuts (Guadalupe-Johnston et al.
2003), and white lupin protein isolate (Raymundo
et al. 2002a), or white lupin protein and xanthan
(Raymundo et al. 2002b).
The relatively bland flavour of traditional mayonnaise may seem less acceptable on frequent
consumption, therefore, the composition of mayonnaise may be diversified by various seasonings,
either by simple substances or by more complicated mixtures containing also some fat. Tartar
sauce is a mayonnaise modified by the addition
of milk, white wine, solid particles of vegetables,
fruits, or mushrooms (Štern et al. 2007). Solid
particles do not substantially affect the rheologytexture relationships (Štern et al. 2006). Another
example of a modified mayonnaise is a mixture
of mayonnaise with fondue cheese (Bieri 2005).
In this paper, we report on rheology and texture
relations of mayonnaise containing the addition
of yoghurt.
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Figure 1. Typical flow curve of yoghurt mayonnaise examined, γ = shear rate (s –1), τ = shear stress (Pa)

determined as the maximum on the shear stress
– time curve at the constant shear rate of 0.5 s in
the CR mode. Flow curves were determined with
the RS 300 over the shear rate range of 0–150 s in
such a way that the rotor reached the maximum
rotations in 60 s (upwards flow curve), and it
reached zero in the same time of 60 s (downwards
flow curve). Thixotropy (Pa/s) was determined
as the area between the upward and downward
curves of the flow curve (Figure 1). The apparent
viscosity η A was calculated at the highest shear
rate applied (150 s). The viscoelasticity moduli
were determined by means of dynamic tests with
forced oscillation by frequency 0.1 Hz (index 0.1)
and 1.0 Hz (index 1.0) or by amplitude of 1–200 Pa
in the linear viscoelastic region. The shear stress
(stress sweep) τ represents the value at which the
viscosity modulus G'' exceeds the elastic modulus G' at the frequency of 1.0 Hz. The frequency
of 0.1 Hz was used for the determination of the
moduli G’ and G’’. An example of the mechanical
spectra of the experimental samples is shown in
Figure 2 (Oscillation Amplitude Sweep).
Sensory analysis. The analysis was carried out
in a standard test room (ISO 8589) under the conditions specified by the respective international
standard (ISO 6564). Two 20 ml samples in 150 ml
beakers, provided with four-digit codes, were
served at a session in random order. White bread
was used as a neutralisation agent. The assessor
panel consisted of 18 experienced persons, selected,
trained, and monitored according to the respective
international standard (ISO 8586). To conform
with international usage, extraneous values were
not eliminated prior to the statistical analysis as
all the results are considered as equally valid. The
results were rated using of unstructured graphi191
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Figure 2. Mechanical spectrum of yoghurt mayonnaise
examined, G' = storage modulus (Pa), G''= loss modulus
(Pa), G* = complex modulus, δ = phase angle (o), τ = applied stress (Pa)

cal scales 160 mm long (ISO 4121), orientated by
descriptions on both ends (Table 1); the sensory
values were converted into p. c. (%) of the average
value before the cluster analysis.
Statistical analysis. The two-way analysis of
variance, the one-way ANOVA, regression analysis,
and cluster analysis were applied using the software
Microsoft STATISTICA 7.0; the replicates were
treated as dimensions in ANOVA; the probability
level was fixed at P = 0.95, unless otherwise stated
(they were usually much lower). Multicomponent functions were applied in such cases when
a maximum or a minimum was observed; in the
latter cases, regressions were calculated using the
software SigmaPlot (Systat Software Inc.).

Design of the experiments
All samples of yoghurt mayonnaise had the same
composition, differing only in the content of xanthan
as the thickening agent. As xanthan is sensorily
neutral, the flavour should be nearly the same in all
samples. Xanthan is commonly used as a thickener in
mayonnaise, dressings and other oil-in-water emulsions. It inhibits the oil droplets fusion (Tanaka
& Fukuda 1976). The samples were prepared in a
pilot plant equipment of the manufacturing plant in
the same way as in the case of commercial samples.
Eleven samples with various rheological properties
were tested at 15, 20, and 25°C so that a matrix of
33 cases was obtained for statistical evaluations,
but elasticity was tested in 21 cases only, at least
once in every sample. The range of values obtained
in the analysis of the parameters used is shown in
Table 2. Rheological analyses were repeated four
times. The values called repeatabilities in Table 2
are the respective standard deviations. Xanthan
did not affect the sensory analysis of the flavour
acceptability.
Because of the complicated composition of yoghurt mayonnaise (two different oil-in-water emulsions mixed together), large differences between
duplicates were observed (Table 2, showing average
differences between ratings of different assessors at the same session). Therefore, the sensory
analysis was repeated 18 times in order to obtain
lower standard deviations of average values; the
sessions took place on different days, but at the
same time and with the same assessors.

Table 1. Texture profile design
Code Descriptor used

End of the scale
left

right

very thin

very thick

A

ladling of the sample with a spoon

B

viscosity perceived immediately after ingestion in the mouth

thin

thick

C

viscosity perceived in the mouth after a few movements with the tongue

thin

thick

D

viscosity perceived at pressing the sample against the palate

thin

thick

E

overall texture acceptability

bad

excellent

F

spreadability on a slice of white bread

bad

excellent

G

expressive flavour

faint

outstanding

H

expressive flavour on a slice of white bread

faint

outstanding

J

overall flavour acceptability

bad

excellent
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Table 2. Ranges of analytical parameters and repeatabilities of determination
Analytical parameter

Range at 15°C

Range at 20°C

Range at 25°C

Repeatability

87–130

69–106

55–87

±4

Apparent viscosity (Pa·s)

1.20–1.81

1.10–1.38

0.99–1.35

±3

Thixotropy (Pa/s)

640–1900

890–2730

730–2650

±4

910–1200

230–270

135–180

±3

80–97

35–40

20–30

±3

Rheology
Yield value (Pa)

Elasticity
Storage modulus* (Pa)
Loss modulus* (Pa)
Phase angle*

1.3–8.7

±3

Shear stress** (Pa)

85–140

±3

Sensorics***
A (mm)

103–117

91–117

84–109

17–31

B (mm)

84–146

87–122

89–103

16–33

C (mm)

78–113

72–97

78–100

13–32

D (mm)

62–94

73–99

71–98

19–34

E (mm)

87–123

83–115

82–116

16–31

F (mm)

115–132

117–136

111–138

10–24

G (mm)

98–128

107–126

111–127

13–26

H (mm)

87–113

94–115

96–109

12–31

J (mm)

74–115

88–105

64–102

25–35

*measured at 0.1 Hz; **measured at 1.0 Hz; ***Codes A–J are explained in Table 1; mm = mm of the graphical scale, measured
from the left end; repeatabilities of rheological parameters are expressed as standard deviation values (%), repeatabilities of
sensory characteristics are expressed as average differences (mm of the scale)

The yield values and apparent viscosities were
interrrelated (Figure 3). The regression is nearly
linear because of relatively narrow ranges of rheological parameters studied. Both the linear and
the semilogarithmic regressions were statistically
significant (Table 3) as the differences were very
small in the narrow interval of 15–25°C studied. A
larger temperature range hardly occurs in practical
applications. Thixotropy correlated neither with
the yield value, nor with the apparent viscosity.
In the investigation of elasticity, storage and loss
moduli were linearly related to each other (Table 3)
but not to the apparent viscosity. Similarly, the
shear rate was linearly correlated neither with the
yield value nor with the apparent viscosity. Storage and loss moduli were exponentially related
to each other (Figure 4) while the shear stress τ

(stress sweep) was linearly related to the yield
value. Mayonnaises are regarded, from the rheological aspect, as thixotropic viscoplastic bodies
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Figure 3. Relationship between the yield value and the
logarithm of apparent viscosity (R2 = 0.311; P < 0.0005)
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Table 3. Relationships between different rheological parameters
Independent
variable

Dependent
variable

Regression equation

Number
of cases

R2 value

Significant
probability

Yield value

apparent viscosity

ηA = 0.8 + 0.005 τ0

33

0.504

< 0.0005

Yield value

apparent viscosity

log ηA = 0.0014 τ0 – 0.0064

33

0.539

< 0.0005

Yield value

apparent viscosity

log η0 = 0.36 log τ0 – 0.60

33

0.537

< 0.0005

Storage modulus*

loss modulus*

G'' = 0.46 G' – 145

21

0.502

< 0.0005

Storage modulus*

loss modulus*

G'' = 22.4 exp (0.015 G')

21

0.737

< 0.0005

Storage modulus*

phase angle*

δ = 7.78 exp (0.003 G')

21

0.616

< 0.0005

Loss modulus*

phase angle*

δ = 8.5 exp (0.0007 G'')

21

0.603

< 0.0005

*measured at 0.1Hz

Temperature dependence of rheological
and textural parameters
Both the yield value and the apparent viscosity
decreased significantly with increasing temperature
as could be expected. The linear relation gave a
better fit in the case of the yield value (R2 = 0.5510,
n = 33, P < 0.0005) while semilogarithmic relation
was found more probable in the case of the apparent viscosity (R2 = 0.4844, n = 33, P < 0.0005). The
relationships between the store modulus or the
loss modulus were semilogarithmic (R 2 = 0.3955,
n = 21, P = 0.02, and R 2 = 0.2932, n = 21, P =
0.035, respectively). The relation between the
shear stress and the temperature was linear (R 2 =
0.4184, n = 21, P = 0.002). No sensory characteristic was temperature dependent (in the range
studied), which could be expected because of
the too narrow temperature range studied. Small
194

temperature differences are always perceived with
difficulty in sensory evaluations as the sample
temperature rapidly changes in the contact with
mucosa of the oral cavity, and the results are also
modified by the action of association centres in
the brain. However, it could be expected that in a
broader range of temperatures, both rheological
and sensory characteristics would be significantly
influenced.
Relationships between sensory characteristics
Regressions between sensory characteristics
have usually low R 2 coefficients as the differences
between individual assessors were large. Sensory
characteristics have a hedonic character so that
the results should be taken as they have been collected, and all the values obtained, including the
outliers, should be accounted for. Therefore, it is
generally not possible to replace a sensory method
by another, or to simplify the sensory profile. We
2500
StorageȱmodulusȱGȇȱ(Pa)

(Ford et al. 2004). On the contrary, yoghurts are
not thixotropic (Brummer 2006); due to greater
deformation, the absolute values of both moduli
G' and G'' decrease sharply and the loss modulus
G'' becomes larger than the storage modulus G''.
After a sudden return to a smaller deformation,
the relationship reversed very quickly at the beginning, but the final values never reached the
baseline condition. The behaviour is called “irreversible thixotropy” – structure breakdown
(German “unechte Thixotropie”), but the two
terms are not distinguished in English. Therefore,
the time dependence is very evident (Mullineux
& Simmons 2007), even when the process is not
completely reversible. It is interesting that a relatively high addition of 15% yoghurt did not affect
the thixotropy of modified mayonnaise.
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Figure 4. Relationship between the loss modulus and the
storage modulus
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Figure 5. Cluster analysis of sensory characteristics

Sensory characteristic

Prom 9, A = shuffling with a spoon
Prom 10, B = viscosity perceived after ingestion in the mouth
Prom 13, E = texture acceptability
Prom 16, H = expressive flavour on a slice of bread
Prom 14, F = spreadability
Prom 15, G = expressive flavour on direct consumption
(without bread)
Prom 17, J = flavour acceptability
Prom 11, C = viscosity perceived in the mouth after several
movements with the tongue
Prom 12, D = viscosity perceived after pressing the sample
against the palate with the tongue

Eucledian distance

give the probability value at least, when the relationship is still statistically significant.
The relationships between different sensory
characteristics were mainly linear as could be
expected when unstructured graphical scales
were used for the intensity ratings (Table 4). After
McBride (1985) the relation between the intensity
of the stimulus and the intensity of the percept
are linear, except the extreme values on either end
of the unstructured graphical scale. In all cases,
semilogarithmic relations were very close to linear
relations, therefore, the values are not given here.
Obviously, in such a narrow temperature range,
linear and semilogarithmic courses are very close
to one another. Because of the great variability of
the sensory results and the included extraneous
results, at least 10 assessors are recommended for
the sensory testing (18 were used in our experiments). The R 2 coefficients are, naturally, lower
than in the case of rheology measurements; as

given in tables and figures, probabilities of erronous conclusions were quite low.
Sensory characteristics may be divided into two
groups, illustrated by the cluster analysis (Figure 5).
The texture acceptability is best estimated on the
basis of the ladling of the sample with a spoon
(descriptor A) and the viscosity perceived within
2–3 s after ingestion of the sample in the mouth
(descriptor B), when the temperature changes only
a little, and about in the same extent in all samples
analysed. The values obtained after several movements of the tongue or after pressing the sample
against the palate behave differently, obviously due
to the effect of saliva. According to Borwankar
(1992), the sensory texture evaluation is based on
the attributes observed both before the sample
ingestion and the mouthfeel. The behaviour of
the morsel after a few movements of the tongue
(descriptor C) and at pressing the sample against
the palate (descriptor D) is more related to the

Table 4. Linear relationships between sensory characteristics (N = 33)
Independent
variable
A

Dependent
variable
B

R2 value

Significant probability

B = 1.11 A – 9.8

0.536

< 0.0005

Regression equation

A

J

J = 111 – 0.067 A

0.229

0.005

B
D

C
E

C = 1.11 B – 9.8
E = 0.47 D + 44.3

0.181
0.204

0.014
0.008

J

E

J = 0.67 E + 22.8

0.379

< 0.0005

F

H

H = 110 – 0.087 F

0.310

0.001

F

G

G = 64 – 0.42 F

0.195

0.010

B

E

E = 0.226 + 94 E

0.300

0.001

F

J

J = 134 – 0.38 F

0.310

0.001

Codes of sensory characteristics are explained in Table 1
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Figure 6. Relationship between the flavour and the texture
acceptability (R2 = 0.3790; P = < 0.0005)

flavour acceptability, similarly as the spreadability (descriptor F). The flavour is linearly related
to the texture acceptability (Figure 6), as it was
found in our earlier experiments (Štern et al.
2006, 2007).
Relationships between rheological
and sensory parameters
While rheological measurements give an information on intensities, the procedures of sensory
analysis have always a hedonic character, dealing with acceptancies. Therefore, the relations
between rheological and sensory characteristics
have lower R 2 coefficients than that between two
rheological analyses, not allowing to substitute a
sensory method with a simpler and more rapid

instrumental method. They can only serve as a
preliminary orientation. In this aspect, our results
only confirm general experience, at least in the
case of unknown samples. However, in the case
of developing the optimum recipe of a product,
when the composition of the samples compared
is relatively similar, it is possible to use faster and
less expensive rheological methods for the preliminary testing, leaving the sensory evaluation
only for the samples near the optimum.
Most sensory characteristics were related to thixotropy; both the linear relationships and semilogarithmic relationships were statistically significant
(Table 5), and the respective R2 values differed only
moderately. In some cases, the linear regression
fitted better with the experimental data, in other
cases, semilogarithmic relations fitted better, but
the differences were not crucial. The resistance to
pressing the sample against the palate was nearly
linearly correlated with thixotropy. The relation
between thixotropy and the spreadability was more
complicated, showing maximum values between
the thixotropy of 1200–2200 Pa/s (Figure 7).
Other rheological data also correlated with sensory characteristics, i.e. semilogarithmic relationship was found between the ladling with a spoon
and the logarithm of the yield value (A = 29 + 38.7
log τ 0 (n = 33; R 2 = 0.165; P = 0.019), or between
the apparent viscosity and the spreadability (log
η A = –0.0001F 2 + 0.0337F – 1.926; R 2 = –0.130;
P = 0.039) with a flat maximum at log η A = 0.12
as shown in Figure 8. No significant relationships

Table 5. Relationship between the thixotropy and sensory characteristics (N = 33)
Dependent variable

Regression expression

R2 value

Significant probability

A

A = 96 + 0.006 Th
A = 47 + 18.3 log Th

0.177
0.153

0.015
0.024

B

B = 90 + 0.011 Th

0.301

0.001

C

C = 44 + 13.6 log Th

0.285

0.001

D

D = 74 + 0.0076 Th

0.293

0.001

E

E = 96 + 0.006 Th
E = 37 + 21.7 log Th

0.123
0.160

0.045
0.021

F

F = 119 + 0.0057 Th
F = 69 + 18.8 log Th

0.295
0.198

0.002
0.010

J

J = 82 + 0.0077 Th
J = 10 + 26.7 log Th

0.170
0.196

0.017
0.010

Codes of dependent variables are explained in Table 1
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Figure 7. Relationship between the thixotropy and the
spreadability (R2 = 0.2150; P = 0.007)

Figure. 8. Relationship between the spreadability and the
logarithm of apparent viscosity (R2 = 0.1502; P = 0.026)

were found between the storage or loss modulus
and the sensory characteristics, as already resulted
from the cluster analysis, however, the shear stress
τ was closer to the flavour acceptability and some
other sensory characteristics than to elasticity or
to rheological characteristics.
The discussion contains no mentions of comparing
the results of our experiments with those of other
authors, due to the absence of products of this type
from other producers. The effect of xanthan on the
flavour was not taken into account, as the substance
was found sensorically neutral in preliminary experiments. All samples could thus be considered
as samples of identical composition.
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CONCLUSION
Rheological and sensory textural characteristics
of mayonnaise modified by the addition of yoghurt
showed relations similar to those in other food emulsions. Most of the rheological characteristics were
interrelated, while the textural characteristics behaved
as independent variables in a majority of cases. Due
to the narrow temperature interval studied, the effect
of temperature on the texture was insignificant. Sensory characteristics were often related to thixotropy.
Rheological data could be used only for preliminary
information, but could not be used for the texture
evaluation instead of a sensory method.
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